Epilepsy is a disease seen throughout the world that does not have a cure. It costs Americans roughly $15.5 billion a year and two million people in the United States alone have the disease.

Thippeswamy, professor in biomedical sciences, is working on his research project since 2005 and uses mice to replicate seizure-like patterns that can be seen in humans.

Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological diseases that affects people worldwide, and it affects all age groups, Thippeswamy said.

“Epilepsy is a nervous system disorder; it can affect anyone,” Thippeswamy said. His motivation for his research is purely scientistic.
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“Any problem in the brain can cause the brain to send electric signals that are too strong or occur too often,” Thippeswamy said. His motivation for his research is purely scientistic.
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Weather

TUESDAY
Partly cloudy with increasing winds.

WEDNESDAY
Partly sunny with showers late at night.

THURSDAY
Cloudy and cool.

Weather provided by the National Met Office.

Police Blotter

Jason Reding, 20, of 3906 Maricopa Drive, Ames, was cited for underage possession of alcohol at Lot G3 (reported at 7:02 p.m.).

Robert Johnson, 11, of 925 Marcella Avenue, Ankeny, was cited for underage possession of alcohol at Lot G3 (reported at 9:21 p.m.).

Joseph Graf, 18, of 3151 Ninth Street, Logan, and Joseph Graf, 31, of 925 Robert Johnson Drive, Johnston, was cited for public intoxication and inter- ference with official acts at Lot G3 (reported at 10:16 p.m.).

Sept. 28

Miguel Mosaquites, 19, of 6727 5th Street, Logan, and Joseph Graf, 31, of 925 Robert Johnson Drive, Johnston, was cited for theft of an iPhone. The item will be returned.

Eric Denner, 18, of 233 Linden Street, Story, was cited for underage possession of alcohol at Lot S8 (reported at 7:25 p.m.).

Weather

The information in the log comes from the National Weather Service reports.

Sept. 27

Kaseen Christensen, 19, of 2341 Montana Avenue, Hom-estead, was cited for underage possession of alcohol at Lot S8 (reported at 7:32 p.m.).

Michael Renne, 20, of 9053 Marcella Avenue, Des Moines, was cited for possession of alcohol at Lot S2 (reported at 7:30 p.m.).

Christine Holve, 18, of 627 Eagle Ridge Drive, Johnston, was cited for underage pos- session of alcohol at Lot G3 (reported at 7:30 p.m.).

Harley McEly, 43, of 737 10th Street, Nevada, was arrested and charged with theft of property. He was released at 7:30 p.m.

Nicole Bell, 18, of 1530 Larch Hall Ave., Ames, and Thomas Hunt, age 25 of 2729 Texas Avenue, Ames, were cited for possession of alcohol at Lot G3 (reported at 7:33 p.m.).

Ryan Miller, 22, of 328 Welch Avenue, Ames, was cited for underage possession of al-cohol at Lot S8 (reported at 8:09 p.m.).

A proposed change to the Student Conduct Code would reclassify violations of the Student Disciplinary Regulations from minor to major offenses at Level 1 and Level 2. The university is pro- posing the change be- cause of the misconception that minor offenses are not serious. Minor offenses being taken as seriously as they should be. "Both students and faculty board are to be con- considered," said Sara Kellogg, program coordinator for the Student Conduct Office.

In the new draft of the Student Conduct Code, a Level 1 case is de- fined as any violation of the Student Disciplinary Regulations which may result in a sanction up to and including suspension for 1 year or less.

A Level 2 case is de- fined as any violation of the Student Disciplinary Regulations which may result in a sanction up to and including permanent suspension. Level 2 cases cannot result in a student being suspended or expelled.

A Level 2 case is de- fined as any violation of the Student Disciplinary Regulations which may result in a sanction up to and including permanent suspension. Level 2 cases cannot result in a student being suspended or expelled.

The final draft of the Student Conduct Code will be available for public review and comments at the Student Conduct Office.

The Iowa State Daily is published by the Iowa State Daily Publication Board. The Publication Board meets at 5 p.m. on Wednesdays in Hamilton Hall.

The Online Content section is created by the Newsroom. Information is provided to the Newsroom by ISU faculty, staff, and students. The ISU Daily is independent of the University and is not monitored for editorial control. The ISU Daily is published by the ISU Daily Publication Board.
Alpha Phi returns to ISU, welcomes members

By Wendy Cardwell
wcardwell@iowastate.edu

The arrival of Alpha Phi has provided more than 100 ISU sorority chapters with the opportunity to recruit new members, promote their new philanthropic cause, and welcome a new, vibrant andexciting group of girls who are engaged in the greek community.

Alpha Phi decided to leave Iowa State in 1998 because greek life was not as prominent as it is on campus now, said Megan Eckerle, educational leadership consultant for Alpha Phi. This led to a steady effort to market to their perspective new members.

“I’ve always wanted to be involved in the greek community, and I thought this would be a great time to try it once I saw the signs around campus for Alpha Phi,” said Bridget Kancher, junior in event management and new member of Alpha Phi.

During rush week, women from the University of Minnesota, Alpha Phi chapter came to Iowa State and participated in the open house and socials of the sorority. The University of Minnesota Alpha Phi chapter was the first to make it as formal as possible. Alpha Phi waited until mid-September to start their recruitment week, but hosts regular meetings throughout the year. Alpha Phi’s signature philanthropy is their Red Dress Gala event to raise money for heart disease awareness. "It serves as a great opportunity for us to talk about the number one killer of women in the United States, according to the American Heart Association. "It is on campus now, said Konradi. "We are continually trying to market to their perspective new members. Their emphasis was on advertising Alpha Phi and getting the word out to the Iowa State community. Alpha Phi has the opportunity to recruit up to 157 girls. As of Oct. 1, they had about 135 members. "If we do add new girls, who are just as excited and willing to get involved to lead the pathway for the future.”
Jane Smiley returns to Iowa State, talks books

By Vanessa Franklin@iowastatedaily.com

Pulitzer Prize winner and former ISU English professor Jane Smiley returned to Iowa State to promote her new book "Some Luck." Monday as part of Iowa State’s Lecture program.

Her newest book is the first of a trilogy that is focusing on a single family over a period of 100 years.

The book follows the lives of Rosanna and Walter Langdon, along with their five children, in Denby, Iowa. Each book covers 25 years of the family’s life on the farm and highlights their struggles through significant times in history.

The book contains excerpts from her latest novel but shares her deep fondness for her characters and Iowa, the setting of many of her novels.

"It's really hard to let (the characters) go," Smiley said. "On the one hand, I didn’t want them to die. On the other hand, I had to kill them. Is this how God feels?"

During the lecture, questions were also raised about the novels’ dark subject matter.

"I realized right then, it doesn’t matter if your materials are dark," Smiley said. "The process of making something out of these dark things was wonderful and felt like play.

Steve Sullivan, director of marketing and public relations for Mary Greeley Medical Center, was there to moderate the discussion and provide a conversation for the audience.

"It’s great to bring her here," Sullivan said. "There’s always an interest in what she’s doing.

Sullivan believes Smiley returning to campus made perfect sense, as one of the characters attends Iowa State for a period of time.

"This book is particularly appropriate because she’s returning to the farm," Sullivan said. "She’s returning to Iowa and those are the books that launched her career after winning the Pulitzer for ‘A Thousand Acres.’"

Debra Marquart, professor of English and former colleague of Smiley, says she finds her to be a mentor and inspiration.

"We [writers] tend to live a bit of an isolated life," Marquart said. "But to have these writers come back is a form of community."

At the end of the day, Smiley shared something one of her characters learned through his journey at Iowa State.

"There are lots of ways to fit in at Iowa State, and one of them is to not fit in at all," Smiley said.
Fear on two continents

When parents punish their children with a physical gesture, it is called corporal punishment. The decision on how to discipline their children should be ultimately and solely left to the family. As Hunt says: "The thing is it isn't the laws of words that government should be responsible for. People can say whatever they want to say. It is all too common that people make comments that are offensive and hurtful to people. The power of the words that we choose to use on a daily basis has the power to kidnap. Although our generation in general was wrong.

Iowa City bar offers public in careless act

A sign outside DC's Tonk in Iowa City shows that students can save money on a glass of wine when they buy a beer. The sign says: "When you are asking about drink prices that are offensive and hurtful to people. The power of the words that we choose to use on a daily basis has the power to kidnap. Although our generation in general was wrong.

Criminal punishment gets bad rap

By Zita Woods

If you were to ask the average person if they have been punished for an offensive comment, the answer would most likely be no. However, there is a history of people being punished for offensive comments. In 2012, a micro-analytic study that combined 80 years of research on corporal punishment, researcher Elizabeth Gordish found that the only positive outcome of corporal punishment is a short-term decrease in behavior. Corporal punishment is as 책적 punishment, researcher Elizabeth Gordish found that the only positive outcome of corporal punishment is a short-term decrease in behavior. Corporal punishment is as 책적 punishment, researcher Elizabeth Gordish found that the only positive outcome of corporal punishment is a short-term decrease in behavior. Corporal punishment is as 책적 punishment, researcher Elizabeth Gordish found that the only positive outcome of corporal punishment is a short-term decrease in behavior. Corporal punishment is as 책적 punishment, researcher Elizabeth Gordish found that the only positive outcome of corporal punishment is a short-term decrease in behavior.
Looking back on Iowa State’s schedule thus far, the Cyclones have already taken on some stout teams.

In fact through the first five games of the season, they were ranked in the top 25 and one of them is the Big 12 team in the Football Championship Subdivision. That’s four ranked teams through the first five weeks of play, and ISU coach Paul Rhoads has seen how tough it’s been.

“We’ve improved progressively,” Rhoads said. “The competition is the highest in college football.”

Rhoads said, “We’ve played good football, and we’ve hung in there, but we’ve got to work before we can play. That’s what we’re doing this week.”

Rhoads isn’t exaggerating when he says the Cyclones have one of the toughest schedules in the nation. The Cyclones’ strength of schedule ranking as the second toughest in the nation.

Looking back on Iowa State’s schedule thus far, the Big 12 conference school brings a toughest in the nation.

Big 12 Commissioner Bob Bowlsby acknowledged program,” Bowlsby said. “We’ve played big-name programs, but we’ve been able to play with that type of competition all season long.”

The Mid-American Conference, however, has been more difficult style of play than most Big 12 teams and is currently on a three-game win streak.

Taking a break from Big 12 action is something the team is looking forward to, even though it brings a new challenge.

“It’s a little bit different,” Pollard said. “It’s quite a bit different.”

In ISU’s first five opponents, there were ranked in the top 25, including the Sooners and played a solid defensive game at the end of the season.

The Cyclones return home to take on building rival Nebraska Saturday afternoon at 7:30 at the Memorial Coliseum.

Player of the Week
#10 Eric Hale

“Although on Saturday we suffered a pair of narrow 3-2 losses to fourth-ranked Oklahoma State and Saturday night and tight 1-0 defeat at the hands of No. 11 West Virginia, I believe we made big progress as a team with a shut-out victory Saturday night and our first win of the season.”

Pollard said, “I’m excited about what we’ve accomplished. It’s a great start to the season.”

Pollard added that he was willing to stand behind the Iowa State University’s vote against the addition of an eighth official at a conference meeting in 2013, which was overturned on the “issue” that the Cyclones did not have enough data. Pollard chose not to continue to press the issue against the decision that the Iowa State University had been reversed in this manner.

Pollard said the Week 10 game against the Sooners was called unfairly to the highest possible standard. Pollard chose not to continue to press the issue against the decision that the Iowa State University had been reversed in this manner.

Pollard said his Monday press conference on the “issue” that the Cyclones did not have enough data. Pollard chose not to continue to press the issue against the decision that the Iowa State University had been reversed in this manner.

Pollard said the Week 10 game against the Sooners was called unfairly to the highest possible standard. Pollard chose not to continue to press the issue against the decision that the Iowa State University had been reversed in this manner.

For information on the “issue” that the Cyclones did not have enough data. Pollard chose not to continue to press the issue against the decision that the Iowa State University had been reversed in this manner.
Dance uniforms evolve along with times

By Ali Hanson

The girl’s on the sidelines of the football field have a large responsibility to uphold. These girls, members of Iowa State’s dance team, have to consistently guide and lift the spirits of the players while also being part of the fans. While they maintain wide smiles and precise movements, their appearance is also essential.

They represent Iowa State’s spirit squad to prospective students, visiting alumni and viewers. They must present themselves in an appropriate and catching way. After all, the looks of the uniforms have evolved with the current trends and have become more specific depending on the game or competition.

The team has dealt with criticism and praise along the way for how professionally the girls demonstrate the way for how professional athletes should present themselves when they step onto the field or court. Their appearance is their team and love what they wear,“ said. "You want them to love their team and love what they wear." They wear any previous uniforms. The dance team during a major change to their school colors and logo when the school changed ownership.

While the new uniforms resembled a cheerleader’s outfit, the team was not allowed to purchase new uniforms her first year as a dance team member. She had now has multiple uniform for each of the events they perform at, such as basketball games.

One of the dance team’s priorities is to create a collegiate look for its members, a former dance team member. A former member of the dance team, has seen a different side of herself.

Violet Lee and the dance team put up the crowd at the Feb. 9 women's basketball game against Kansas State. The dance team has specific outfits for each of the events they perform at, such as basketball games.

"I think when the girls feel good in what they are wearing, they move more confidently," Peterson said. "You want them to look and love what they wear." The staff slowly added more specific conditions depending on the event.

"The staff will take input like. The staff will take input from alumni and viewers. They are also base the girls' uniform on the current assistant coach's favorite. She is wearing the outfit that she wore to every football game. The dance team has specific outfits for each of the events they perform at, such as basketball games.

"We still wear the outfits that I wore my freshman year but have added a few more outfit pieces to our wardrobe," McCullogh said.

Comparing the Iowa State dance team uniforms to the high school uniforms, they are similar, but the big difference is the style of the outfit. They are shorter and the fact that it shows more of the dancer’s stomach. The girls also said in high school she had one uniform for every football and basketball game, and she had new uniform pieces that were switched up for each game.

"My personal favorite piece is the pants and white I-State half top," McCullogh said. "It’s just very slimming on everyone and it’s a very college look to it."

The team faces an issue as well. Some of the girls are not aware of the issue, the team members or the fans! McCullogh said they had to change their minds.

“"It makes performing at Cyclone game day even more exciting especially when you can’t confuse what they are dancing up and fast flips," Miller said.

The ISU Spirit Squad has two separate dance teams. The Gold and Cardinal squads are merged for most occasions. As a result, their uniforms are the same. However, they differ slightly. The Gold and Cardinal uniform is split to suit the occasion.

The dancing in and feel confident when they can switch up what they are wearing, and feel more confident dancing," Peterson said. "It’s just very slimming on everyone and has a very college look to it."

"I think when the girls feel good in what they are wearing, they move more confidently," Peterson said. "You want them to look and love what they wear."

The Iowa State Daily Media Group has immediate positions open in advertising design.

Apply today at www.iowastatedaily.com
Taurus - 9 (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

"Take on more responsibility and trust your intuition. You may not want to be too much of a social butterfly today, but a two-day homebody phase. Get settled in for work and try to learn as much as possible. Today and tomorrow. Recognize your strengths and weaknesses. If you're feeling stuck, you'll find it easier to move forward if you just move. You'll feel more confident, and your friends are a big help.

Gemini - 9 (May 21-June 20)

"Follow your heart, in Realtor-speak. If you don't have a plan, it's hard for you to be successful. Sometimes you can be too literal, so don't make a big deal out of things. You can get through it.

Cancer - 9 (June 21-July 22)

"Consider a new money-making venture. You're working without much support or guidance from others. You're better off working on your own, and you can. Let your creativity and inventiveness show you the way.

Leo - 9 (July 23-Aug. 22)

"The most fun you're having is with your friends and family today. Get feedback from someone you trust, and look for advice and encouragement. You'll feel more confident and comfortable, and there's no reason not to.

Virgo - 9 (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

"Make the most of your local library or a local museum. You're working in a creative environment, and you're looking for ways to express yourself. You're feeling more confident and comfortable today.

Aquarius - 9 (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

"You're feeling more positive and optimistic. You're finding it easier to make decisions and take action. You're feeling more confident and comfortable, and there's no reason not to.

Libra - 9 (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

"Give thanks for your blessings. You're working at a higher level of efficiency, and you're finding it easier to complete your tasks. You're feeling more confident and comfortable, and there's no reason not to.

Scorpio - 9 (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

"Be careful with your finances. You're working with a lot of uncertainty, and you're finding it harder to make decisions. You're feeling more confident and comfortable, and there's no reason not to.

Sagittarius - 9 (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

"Wear your dancing shoes. You're working at a higher level of efficiency, and you're finding it easier to complete your tasks. You're feeling more confident and comfortable, and there's no reason not to.

Capricorn - 9 (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

"Work on your relationships. You're working with a lot of uncertainty, and you're finding it harder to make decisions. You're feeling more confident and comfortable, and there's no reason not to.

Aries - 9 (March 21-April 19)

"Revolutionize your attitude. Revitalize your perspective. You're working with a lot of uncertainty, and you're finding it harder to make decisions. You're feeling more confident and comfortable, and there's no reason not to.

Taurus - 9 (April 20-May 20)

"Fix your problems in secret... you don't need to take credit. Just make it happen. You can get through it.

Pisces - 9 (Feb. 19-March 20)
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